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by williambanzai7 – Nov 24, 2016 10:45 AM

Does anyone remember this?

Reagan vs. Trump/Markets/Tax Cuts
by Trader Scott – Nov 24, 2016 12:29 PM

President-elect Trump’s situation is much darker.

by BullionStar – Nov 24, 2016 5:31 AM

Proof the "precious metals assets" on Chinese commercial bank balance sheets have little to do with the "surplus" gold in China’s domestic market.

Jill Stein Raises Enough Money To Force Wisconsin Recount – Michigan & Pennsylvania Up Next

A couple of days ago we wrote about a group of scientists, which included voting–rights attorney John Bonifaz and J. Alex Halderman, the director of the University of Michigan Center for Computer Security and Society, who announced they had found "persuasive evidence" that results in Wisconsin, Michigan, and
Pennsylvania may have been manipulated or hacked. Of course, they presented absolutely no evidence to support their startling claim other than to point out that Clinton received, on average, 7% fewer votes in counties that used electronic voting machines rather than optical scanners and paper ballots.

Apparently that was all the evidence that Jill Stein needed to be convinced that she might have a chance in Wisconsin, Pennsylvania and Michigan where she received 1.1%, 0.8% and 1.1% of the vote, respectively. So she started an online funding campaign to raise the millions of dollars required to force the recounts.

We joke, of course, as Jill Stein's effort to raise money for recounts in WI, PA and MI is obviously being done on behalf of the Hillary Clinton campaign. It's a very clever approach (we would expect nothing less) as it allows Hillary to maintain the high road as the gracious loser while allowing someone else to play the bad guy...typical Clinton politics really.

So, in less than 1 day, Jill Stein raised over $3mm, which is more than the $2mm needed to force a recount in Wisconsin. While she attributed the accomplishment to "the power of grassroots organizing," we would tend to be a little more skeptical and would love to see exactly where those donations came from. Then again, maybe we're wrong and there really are just that many disaffected snowflakes out there willing to blow their money on an extreme long shot.
"Congratulations on meeting the recount costs for Wisconsin. Raising money to pay for the first round so quickly is a miraculous feat and a tribute to the power of grassroots organizing," her campaign said.

"Now that we have nearly completed funding Wisconsin's recount (which is due on Friday), we can begin to tackle the funding for Michigan's recount (due Monday) and Pennsylvania's recount (due Wednesday)."

Stein said Wednesday that many Americans are wondering if the election results were reliable after a "divisive and painful" race and reported hacks into voter and party databases and individual email accounts.

"These concerns need to be investigated before the 2016 presidential election is certified," she said in a statement released by her campaign.
Meanwhile, what the "scientists" and the hopeful NY Mag didn't report, is exactly which counties in Wisconsin used electronic voting machines vs. paper ballots. As anyone can easily see by taking a look at the election breakdown in Wisconsin, Trump's margins of victory were over 40 points in multiple rural counties. So while 7% may seem like huge margin to a bunch of disaffected Hillary voters, it's not unreasonable at all once you start to dig into the details.

And, of course, Trump won most of the counties in Wisconsin outside of the major population centers.
But let's not allow logic to get in the way...onward to Pennsylvania and Michigan!

She is also hoping to raise $500,000 for filing fees in Pennsylvania and $600,000 for fees in Michigan.

The total cost of the effort in the three states could be as high as $7 million, her campaign said.

Of course, this all comes after months of Hillary and the left lecturing Donald Trump over his refusal to blindly accept the results of the election....something she repeatedly called "a direct threat to our democracy."

Hillary says she …

Meanwhile, it didn't take long for liberal elites around the country to completely reverse their rhetoric on challenging election results. Here are some of Paul Krugman's before and after thoughts:
J S Bach • Nov 24, 2016
11:01 AM

49 Oh boy, here it comes.
-4 Bring it on you commie bastards.
Cognitive Dissonance

J S Bach  •  Nov 24, 2016 11:03 AM

52 0

Nice to see Jill Stein carrying the water for the newly disenfranchised.

Never waste a manufactured crisis. Simply offshore the manufacturing.

anarchitect

Cognitive Dissonance

35 0

Curious, given that Stein said Hillary could easily cause a nuclear war with Russia.

dexter_morgan

anarchitect  •  Nov 24, 2016 11:09 AM

38 -2

Not really....she's one of the tribe, knows goyim are stupid and easily manipulated.

MillionDolla rBonus_ dexter_morgan  •  Nov 24, 2016 11:12 AM

10 -55

This election was totally rigged against Hillary! First, we had the false accusations about her
emails, which were debunked and rejected by the FBI and attorney general, and now finally Trump has had to admit that there is not enough evidence for a case. Then we had the Russians hacking into Democratic servers and attempting to use the stolen Wikileaks documents to smear Hillary – thankfully most media outlets wisely ignored this attempt to rig our elections. And finally, there is evidence from multiple accredited sources that Russia actually hacked our election results to put Trump in the white house. How did the result turn out to be so different
from the accredited polls? Russian hacking is the only explanation.

HOW CHRISTMAS PROMOTES ISLAMAPHOBIA

rejected

MillionDollarBonus_ • Nov 24, 2016 11:23 AM

LOL

Post doesn't even rate a reply....

Merry Christmas !!!

How does he type that much with that huge dildo in his ass. Isn't he uncom
Sofia King

Jill Stein is a nut job. One of her platforms is a $20 trillion tax on white people for reparation to the diners.
I used to have a little respect for Jill Stein.
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nand Pennsylvania are all Republicans and I would wager that they assure
by upport of Tum.
"His by his own petard."

It might.
Wolf (PA) is a Democrat.
And boy, I'll Sheeda Democrat (Clintonista / Fast E
Jill is a totally self-righteous, self-absorbed arrogant politician.
really wanted to help "the poor" or whatever, she would say. "Ok, we have a new democratic
ally elected president, let's all work hard to get together to get ahead."

"It's all, 'Strength through unity', until the
Million dollar bonus is a good comedian, enjoy his work.
Yes MDB, you are indeed a victim...of incurable stupidity

I suspect the 7% anomaly is evidence of voter fraud but more likely on the Clinton side via absentee votes and or people doing paper ballots if they couldn't prove their identity.

Not very amused

Not very amused
It just took this long to get all the votes in place so a recount can go for Clint on. Some reason they waited so long on election night because the votes were supposed to be there for Clint on. So me and my team can recount the votes and get it all done.
sens
e about
electronic vote
total
versus paper totals. There is no electronic voting in Michigan so why is that "evidence"?
With that said, is conceding legally binding? She did concede.

H How 2 0 Wordy Do
is a miracle and attribute to the power of grassroots organizing.
one of those miraculous things.

new any mouse sleigher

Nov 2
0 0
16 1 2
4 4 PM
There is always the uncounted bags of paper ballots found in the trunk of a poll worker's car. Worked for
Once again, you've demonstrated that you're a low-information idiot. The attorney general obstructed an actual investigation by refusing to impanel a grand jury. After all, Democrats don't indict Democrats. And Comey rushed a statement to head of a mutiny in the FBI. 
http://www.judgenap.com/post/what-
happened to the FBI

weburk

2

you are the hot head, million dollar bonus is always on target.
A comedy man.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvLYrPC4KF

Ms

jimf carr oll

0

What a remarkable level of thou
right in that reply. I see you've completely refuted the point I made in typical leftish point-and-speech manner, while relying on a comedian for information.

Tipsy 🍺
MillionDollarBonus_ 🍀
Nov 24, 2016 11:25 AM

Hoo Hoo! Good one MDB. Nice touch throwing in a little anti-Christmas
sarcasm/propagan
da too. I see you
haven't lost your
touch for the
absurd, old boy.

PavlovPu
do
Tipsy
7 Nov
24, 2016
11:31 AM

This. I still
don't underst
and how people
don't get
MDB's shtick.
Like him or not
you can't take
him seriou
ly. He's theater
of the
absurd. Now to
say the theater
of the
absurd is going
on on the
highest levels
possible is also
ture.

Boo
ndo
I get it, but it's neither funny nor clever.

That doesn't mean people have to laugh, like it or upvote.
People are just tired of uber liberals, and so MDB acts like a ZH piñata.

**CADastrophic**

MillionDollarBonus_  •  Nov 24, 2016 11:27 AM

Gr8 b8 m8 l r8 8/8.

**Mat Cauthon**

•  Nov 24, 2016 11:43 AM

Are you channeling INXS lyrics on this fine Thanks giving mornin g?

**Fish Gone Bad**
Are you channeling INXS lyrics

This lingo is used on 4chan quite a bit.

For those interested:
http://board0.nov24.2016
12:16 PM
hey, got this idea for a fundraiser

how about buying MDB a xmas gift? maybe a nice pair of shoes? italian maybe? finest concrete?

"jill Stein's effort to raise money for recounts in WI, PA and MI is obviously being done on behalf of the Hillary Clinton campaign. It's a very
clever approach
(we would
expect
nothing
less) as it
allows
Hillary to
maintain
the high
road as
the
gracious
loser
while
allowing
someone
else to
play the
bad
guy...typi
cal
Clinton
politics
really."

Trump: "I
changed
my mind,
I believe
prosecuti
on of
Hillary
Clinton
and The
Clinton
Global
Initiative
&
Foundati
on is in
order to
set a law
and
order
tone in
this new
era"

(script
direction:
audio)

Most of
The USA:
"The
sound of
magazine
Jill Stein is a complete disgraceful Farce to the American people. She is well aware of how crooked Hillary is and how Bernie was cheated from his win at the primary and yet Jill pulls this crap.

She also knows that Obama
and Hillary don't give a rat's ass about "the oppressed" seeing they did nothin for them during the last 8 years.

What a loser she is. If you called her a traitor, I would not argue with you.
the opposite of what he said. It was all just words, spit-
tle and fist pounding. Those also happen to be the most obvi-
ous traits of the "strong man". Ron Paul let us know about this betr-
ayal. Stein is the same ilk. Peo
people are denial of the facts and continue to make excuses for the Bolshevik for some reason.

Ron Paul on Bernie's betrayal of the audit the Fed bill.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQoqJAC08
Power never surrenders itself easily.

You know, I'm pretty sure I've just been successfully trolled. Congrats. No one could actually believe the things you say.

Islam should be eradicated. Islamophobia is a good thing and totally justified. Nobody has a
phobia about any other religion. Isn't that strange? Islam is not a religion, its a retarded fascist death cult and should be banned and prosecuted!

Mat Cauthon Lex_Luthor

Charles Martel and Queen Isabella approve of this message.

caconhma MillionDollarBonus_

Trump is not a politician. He is an asshole.

Trump thinks
that the election and political wars are over. He is an idiot. He is trying to be a President of ALL Americans but almost half of Americans hate Trump and have no desire to change their feeling about him regardless how much Trump is ready to kiss their ass.

Trump has a trump card to scare a shit out of Clintons using the Clinton foundation but he offered peace.

Trump, I have an advice for you: never, never allow your enemies to regroup, heal their wounds,
and come back to destroy you later.

No wonder that historically military men were the best and most successful national leaders.

Nuke them from orbit...and nuke them again...and again...and again.

I don't understand why this is
so hard to understand?

Bring back the REAL MDB.

Special Needs MDB isn't funny!

LOL, the sad part is you probably actually believe this shit.

"And finally, there is evidence from multiple accredited sources that Russia actually hacked
our election results to put Trump in the white house."

Sources please.

Bill of Rights
MillionDollarBonus_
• Nov 24, 2016
12:01 PM

Go choke on your turkey cunt...

begintowin
MillionDollarBonus_
• Nov 24, 2016
12:13 PM

Dear Admiral John Kirby,

You're not in the White House press briefing room spewing elitist propaganda. This is the ZeroHedge alt-acropolis, where people present cogent thought (mixed with a healthy
dose of humor, sarcasm and parody).

You should return to the House of Huffington Post, you'll be more comfortable inside the coven of the brain-dead.

Vageling

MillionDollarBonus_ • Nov 24, 2016 12:15 PM

Fuck off! Shouldn't you be writing how Russia hacked your meaningless little site that hardly draws visitors? And how they should be punished? Or did the cops threw you out because they are getting tired of your nonsense?

Emails debunked, but they
were stolen so legit? What is it?
Bloody muppet!
What's your excuse tomorrow?
The cloudy sky was hacked by Russia so I couldn see the moon?
Yes that's how inlogical your crap is. Enjoy your fanbase who think you're some satire guy.
It will be dropping.

valjoux77 50
MillionDollarBonus -
• Nov 24, 2016 12:19 PM

Million dollar douchebag, your a real peace of work!
You actually believe the shit you spew?
Fucking troll, you need a good beat down. I guess my response is what your fishing
if you want to really see some shit...there are a couple of decent youtube channels on the pizzagate investigation. they have really dug up some compelling stuff. the idea that washDC is a pedo place like saville and the powers in london is weird but what is worse...they may be ritually killing the children.

there is a bit of circumstantial evidence. hard to even believe such a wild idea. makes one want
to puke.....

Main Sequence
MillionDollarBonus_
• Nov 24, 2016
12:23 PM

MDB's 9 upvotes are from his own 9 sock puppet accounts he logs into everytime he makes a worthless post. Just lay down in a gutter already.

1777 🐶 MillionDollarBonus_
• Nov 24, 2016 12:28 PM

Happy Thanksgivi ng!

And certainly.... MERRY CHRIST MASS!

HAHAHAHA HA.....

new DrBrown
MillionDollarBonus_
• Nov 24, 2016 12:44 PM
Oh I see milliondoll ardogshit is back shooting of his moron mouth. I've lived in Wisconsin for 63 years. The election have always been totally rigged by the democrats. I can recall seeing them cheating as far back as 1971. Every election they bus in thousands of people from surrounding states to assume phony names on our voter registry which has 18,000 phony names listed. They go all over town casting votes for dead people, felons and illegals. They've been doing it for years. If anything what will come of a
recount will be that Trump actually won by more than the original counts show. The local republican party always factors in at least 10% fraudulent voting by the democrats every election. It's that bad and always has been. So go find yourself a crying room milliondoll ardogshit because this is only going to get worse for morons like you.

Pinto Currency

dexter_morgan • Nov 24, 2016 11:13 AM

Stein's next fundraiser: raise $50.00 to try to show impact of 3M illegals voting for Hillary Rotten. Let justice be done.
Stein is just acting as an agent for Hillary. The other purpose is to prime the anti Trump radicals to continue the fight for 4 yrs. The jewish msm will work with her on this.

If Hillary had called for recounts, and then won, it would be obvious. Instead they have the jewish 3rd party candidate, who has no chance of winning anything, spearhead the effort.

The degree to which the jewish/zionist have taken over the media is amazing. They are actually making progress to censor the infor and news. The other night I flipped channels and all had segments
where Trump was skewered, debased or made to look like a hate monger.

First there was Operation Mockingbird.
Then in the 70s there was the Soviet Aliya. Hmmm.... If only a connection between the two could be made... I did hear anecdotally that former Bolsheviks were very fond of changing their names, and thus, their identities.

Look up her bio, She's
from Chicago by way of the Soviet Union. Red Diaper Baby = Bolshevik

Future Jim
anarchitect
* Nov 24, 2016 11:10 AM
0
There is even a 1% chance that if we block too many of their moves by outing them ahead of time, then they will trump us by inciting insurrection and blaming it on us, which in the short term could be done through an electoral college surprise or a recount surprise.

MalteseFalcon
anarchitect
* Nov 24, 2016 11:15 AM
0
This is a non-story.

Glassport
MalteseFalcon
* Nov 24, 2016 12:37 PM
0
Indeed. In PA, a candidate cannot directly request a recount. They have to appeal to the court the results of specific boards. Good
luck with that. Even the Philly Election Lawyers see a big nothing burger.

**Clashfan**

**anarchitect**

* Nov 24, 2016 11:15 AM

8 0

Timely distraction from pizzagate and twittergate, too.

Who wants to bet that neither Trump nor Stein utters the term "pizzagate" in the next year or two?

Just a bet? Nah.

**Yes We Can. But...**

**anarchitect**

* Nov 24, 2016 11:21 AM

6 0

Yeah, I believe how Stein put it was that HRC presidency was 'a mushroom cloud waiting to happen'.

Hopefully, the recount will uncover leftist cheating in the electronic voting systems, and will be the impetus for reforming voting systems back to old-school systems.

**Trogdor**

**anarchitect**

* Nov 24, 2016 11:22 AM

7 0
She was a vote-splitter – they brought her in to deflect votes from Trump, and now she's being a good little whore for her masters and doing their dirty work.

As someone on another site pointed out, Jill is trying to raise her own vote count, as that would qualify her for Federal Campaign $$$.

Story breaking over a holiday (for some) weekend (many of the some) Sounds like it should be watched closely.

Most of The USA: "The sound of magazines locking and
"cartridges sliding into place for firing"

Supafly
Trogdor
• Nov 24, 2016 12:07 PM
0
0

That's what rubs me in the wrong way. I thought the Greenies were supposed to siphon votes from the Demoncrats.

Yes We Can. But...
Trogdor
• Nov 24, 2016 12:14 PM
0
0

She'd have taken more votes from Clinton than from Trump.

General Titus
Trogdor
• Nov 24, 2016 12:30 PM
0
0

Like they did with Bush pal Ross Perot to split the anti-NAFTA/WTO vote represented by Pat Buchanan & the America First anti-Global ---- Agenda in the 90's.
Trump needs to call Stein and offer her the new cabinet post of:

**Secretary of Climate Change**

Her offices would be located Nuuk, Greenland.

She would be a permanently marooned there. Traveling to Washington or any part of the United States would be banned.

She would be allowed one, 15 minute YouTube broadcast per year to report on C.C.

Salary would be 1,000 pounds of whale blubber.

You're too kind BabaLooey, that sounds like an overpayment of 990 Lbs of whale blubber.

Just more proof that Jill Stein was nothing more than a stealth Trojan Horse during the election.
Another globalist cunt, pardon my French

En anglais s'il vous plaît. Je ne parle pas français

Freedumb fries!!! *(served as an alternative to platkes to accompany your Hot pastrami injection sammich, on rye, at your local Katz’s)*

Col says: *It's foreskin lickin good!*

((Jill Stein)))
The pleasant faced commie Stein is one of the most malign K'ers out there. Never trust a J.

voting method by county:
http://elections.wi.gov/sites/default/files/page/179/voting_equipment_by...

Wisconsin county map: http://geology.com/county-map/wisconsin.shtml

Just from a preliminary look, Clinton took the three northern countries of Douglas, Bayfield, and Ashland. all of them had electronic voting in the major urban area of the county.
Like a good communist, EVERYTHING is for The People.

Holy hand grena...
Cognitive Dissonance • Nov 24, 2016 11:55 AM
0
0
"Nice to see Jill Stein carrying the water for the newly disenfranchised"

Tribe member never resitEM wampum bribe.

City_Of_Champyinz
J S Bach • Nov 24, 2016 11:04 AM
7
0
Exactly, what a bunch of fucking crybaby losers.

Vatican_cameo
City_Of_Champyinz • Nov 24, 2016 11:07 AM
12
0
We seem to have no shortage of "Stupid Bitches" in this country. If only we could find a use for them?

TheObsoleteMan
Vatican_cameo • Nov 24, 2016 11:25 AM
12
0
We do, it's called Social Work, Women's studies, African American Studies, Sociology and
the porn industry. At least those in the porn industry are earning an honest living.

xythras
TheObsolete Man
* Nov 24, 2016 11:52 AM
Don't forget ARTS. ((rolling eyes))

rockstone
City_Of_Champyinz
* Nov 24, 2016 11:07 AM
It has nothing to do w cry baby's or sore losers my friend. The quest for power never sleeps. Neither does evil.

FreedomGuy
rockstone
* Nov 24, 2016 11:41 AM
That is what those of us on the right, as in libertarian right have to realize. These people are animated 24/7 with an absolute pathological lust for power. They accept no limits on what they can, should or will do to get it, back in this case. Limits, decency and truth are only for the opposition.
I envision them
like the demons of hell who hate creation itself, mankind and never sleep. And, I do think the core of the Left, especially hard left is a self loathing death cult.

The main point is to realize they never stop. Ever.

fleur de lis

City_Of_Champyinz

• Nov 24, 2016
11:08 AM

0 No sense in wasting more tax money for a recount, and listening to more MSM morons yammering more fables.

One or two leaked Pizzagate pix with Hillary would shut them all up real fast.

Future Jim

fleur de lis

• Nov 24, 2016
11:42 AM

0 Yes, we may need another hero in the NSA (the first one is probably dead) to leak more dirt on Hillary.

We should have a wall like the CIA does with a star for each unnamed hero who died saving his country. I think that would actually motivate more such heroism; whereas, right
now I suspect that potential and actual heroes feel unappreciated.

fleur de lis  🌿
Future Jim  • Nov 24, 2016 11:52 AM

Agree 100% in principle but the current CIA is really only a NWO trouble factory.

Lanley should be shut down and turned into a dog park.

There are a "few" loyal Americans in the CIA so they should be the starting group for a new agency.

Most of "our" CIA screwballs can be found spreading murder and mayhem in false flags at home and abroad, upheavals in Ukraine, Syria, Libya, Asia, etc.

The CIA has no real cost benefit.

They have to go.

Give them nice packages to retire and stay out of trouble or face imprisonment.
for the remainder of their good for nothing lives.

If they violate the terms of retirement, their packages and bank accounts, holdings, etc. can be taken back and used for their prison expenses, and any unused money put into the prison budget and give the taxpayers a break.

Their families can go on welfare.

The very few good ones can be reassigned somewhere else.

Future Jim
fleur de lis*
Nov 24, 2016 12:01 PM

Yes. I should have said: Where as, the CIA has a wall with a star for each unnamed hero who died saving the NWO; we should
create a wall with a star for each unnamed hero who died saving his country.

**fleur de lis**

Future Jim

Sad but true.
The good ones are identified early on and dealt with accordingly.

Then we are all stuck with the psychopaths.

**FreedomGuy**

My question is whether or not you have to show cause to do recounts, not just pay a fee.
The statistical analysis used is bogus by its own selection methods. I suspect they took well chosen
counties to do it. Besides, perhaps the average Hillary voter was probably too dumb or intimidated to use something more complicated like use a machine.

Over a large set of data, statistical anomalies are actually normal. For example, if you rolled dice 36 times it would be improbable that you would get a 2 and a 12 one time each, a 7 six times and so on.

If these leftist statisticians are serious, go back and do the odds on precincts that had zero Romney votes last time. Analyze all the precincts, especially where Hillary won. I have no doubt you will find cheating,
That is why leftist statisticians would never think like you.

They do the same thing all the time to get what they want -- climate change, social laws and requirements, etc., -- and they get the equally socialist MSM to back them up.

They simply cannot think clearly.

Tipsy 🎻 J S Bach
• Nov 24, 2016 11:08 AM

4 You forgot to say "I'll be Bach"

0

Bounds 🎻 J S Bach
• Nov 24, 2016 11:28 AM

4 Guess they want a civil war.

0

This is it 🎻 J S Bach
• Nov 24, 2016 11:30 AM

0 So if Hitlary steal it and wins, markets would tank and gold will melt up right? And we get world war? I say let her win!!

0
Long popcorn stocks.

Raffie J S Bach
Nov 24, 2016 12:12 PM

I don't remember a recount both times Obama RIGGED the votes.

I think 2 or 3 cities even had %100 vote for him and no one investigated it.

So the evil ones got mass butt hurt over this. If they push too hard, they will have bigger issues to cry about when the Trump supporters tear into them.

JLee2027 Nov 24, 2016 11:02 AM

Source of funds? The Clinton Foundation.

fleur de lis JLee2027 Nov 24, 2016 11:13 AM

If the Clinton Foundation Racket can write a check for millions, they won't mind paying fines for at least that much.

And hopefully more.

Pizzagate Hillary pix are the only things that will shut them all up.

navy62802 Fleur de lis Nov 24, 2016 11:19 AM

Yep, that arrow is still in the quiver. If the evidence exists
and is released, this charade is over and Hillary along with many members of the syndicate will be locked up until Obama pardons them.

Reddit banned all the PizzaGate threads. Here's a few posts from a single mirrored thread (among many) of Reddit: [https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1423742](https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1423742) [with the stakes so high it is no wonder why Obama-Merkel-Old-Media-et-al are pushing the Fake News narrative]:

>>Just going to paste his Reddit post here. Spread the FUCKING word.

"Hi, I am quickly posting this from a random open wifi so I will only will be available for questions about how to PROPERLY LEAK THIS only for 30 minutes for OPSEC reasons.

Let's make it quick with the questions, long story short: I cracked into a suspicious “pizza/family center” and their netsec was shit. I made off with an encrypted list of their clients, and 2GB of unencrypted videos, which after glancing at the
site's source code, there was a hidden login that allowed you to view "actives, services, and pricing" after logging in, the videos/photos were under the "activities" and "services" page. Not sure if they are aware of my intrusion, so not listing the site yet.

So here is what I have, and how should I leak it?:

2GB of brutal videos and photos of little boys and girls being raped. ABSOLUTELY HORRIFYING TO WATCH!!!!!

An unencrypted spreadsheet of the pricing for each act (rape $10,000, minor torture $35,000, severe torture $100,000 and murder $250,000). Prices were different based on if the victim was a boy, girl, white, black, and age etc.

And I have an encrypted list of all their clients.

Okay guys, how should I leak this? Should I just post the child porn? Is that even fucking legal? I feel I should submit this to the FBI but I DO NOT TRUST THEM and I have a strong feeling wikileaks is compromised as well. And if I don't login within 24 hours tell my family I loved them.
FBI/CIA/NSA/LE/YOU EVIL
MOTHERFUCKERS: I HAVE A DEADMAN SWITCH SETUP, IF I DON'T RESET MY SWITCH ONCE EVERY 12 HOURS IT ALL GETS RELEASED ON AN .ONION AND .I2P AND ALL THE LINKS GETS POSTED TO OVER 100 SOCIAL MEDIA SITES. AND I THINK SOME OF YOUR FRIENDS FACES ARE IN THE VIDEOS, SO DON'T TRY ANYTHING STUPID."

Possibly real, possibly fake.
Thoughts?
*****

OK this is legit. fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck.
***

If I were Soros and trying to steer people away from pizzagate, I would post a link to CP saying it's "evidence" and have the FBI bust everyone who's getting too close to the truth.
***

Looks like the client list and price list will be updated in 2 hours, via this post. https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5dzwii/hi_i_am_the_guy_guy_2

The fact the website for the pizza place has been taken down does lend credence to the post. Whistleblower's next
submission will need some definitive proof connecting the lists to the pizza joint, otherwise it may be a disgusting troll. Why would any user troll something that can land you in prison, I don't know. Why did the previous guy say he hacked the info and this new guy is saying they obtained through social contacts?

***

OP's sense of opsec is good, this is someone who knows what they're doing is dangerous. Description of OP's DMS is one that might deter them getting suicided. Appropriate level of paranoia too.

People responding to it as legit data on Reddit en masse.

This gives me a strong indicator that this is something serious and we should track this matter's pulse. It would be very easy to make a fake post with some pedo material acquired over the net, to stir up shit in forums. Not sure what the point would be to do that. This kind of data needs to go to a leaker organization, like WikiLeaks if it wasn't compromised. There are alternatives out there.
There's also pedobestiality and kids getting amputated ... These monsters need to be killed in the most excruciating manner.

There was a follow up thread from another person related to this post.

It was not a hack but they socially engineer their way into the files. They were tipped by an anonymous 3 letter agency. (fbi-anon?)

they have multiple dead man's switches. still kinda dumb that he stated what the switch might do. I mean, Assange' dead mans switch possibly got blocked by mass DDOS after all..<<

Source of funds:
FRIENDS of Clinton Foundation.

Like having Stein do the recount, keep it one step away.
(Plausible deniability, beard, henchmen, etc)

Soros, most likely.
This is him keeping up the agitation for his grand "Purple Revolution".

He should hang on January 21st.

donomiller • Nov 24, 2016 11:02 AM
A recount will only put more votes on Trump's side

Allen_H 🎥 donomiller • Nov 24, 2016 11:04 AM
Not if they have been stuffing them, which I am sure they have.

spiral galaxy 🎥 Allen_H • Nov 24, 2016 11:16 AM
Agree! Think Al Franken WI senate contest! I.e. Keep counting until I win then find a liberal judge to declare "final" thwarting an appeal! Pitchforks anyone?

didthatreallyhappen pen 🎥 spiral galaxy • Nov 24, 2016 11:28 AM
al franken is a new yorker who became the senator of Minnesota, but yes, you are somewhat correct

fleur de lis 🎥 didthatreallyha
They need to take a closer look at Franken, too.

No way would a sleaze like him get that far up unless he went along with things.

Vetting citizens and their votes won't go as Dems planned at all. Trump calls the same and there's 3 million Mexican Citizens voting records exposed... yeah that's going to go well. The electorate was pissed before the election results. As of now, I'd multiply that by 1.2 at least.

depends who is counting.

I agree, but not in Wisconsin. They started requiring picture id's and making sure people didn't vote twice. Worst democratic turnout in 30 years.
To paraphrase: it matters not who is counting, but who is recounting votes. Source of funds will define who gets a benefit. I sincerely doubt Trump has any interest in a recount or that Jill Stein thinks her number of 'stolen' votes is of any consequence to the overall picture.

I doubt it. Who has been guarding the votes since the election? Look for Trump votes to be disqualified and hundreds of thousands of Hillary votes to somehow appear.

It ain't over till it's over.

Is the good Dr. Stein that stupid? Is she oblivious to all the FBI investigations and fraud?

Give her the benefit of the doubt -- let's agree she lives in a fabulous Socialist bubble.

That being the case, the FBI or the police need to show Dr. Stein a few Hilly Pizza pix, and if that doesn't straighten her out they need to take a closer look at her, too.
Ms No 🧴 fleur de lis

* Nov 24, 2016

11:50 AM

It's not stupidity friend, it's Bolshevism.

General Titus 🧴 Ms No 🧴 Nov 24, 2016 12:35 PM

Look up her bio, she is a Red Diaper baby parents Bolshevicks from the mass murder fields of the Soviet Union

fleur de lis 🧴 donomiller * Nov 24, 2016 11:37 AM

Dr. Stein is getting pulled into the swamp and doesn't know it.

Maybe she was lured in with a promise of this or that.

The Clintons need Stein's clean name for their puposes but if she's not careful she will wake up one day covered in dog poo.

The next thing she'll be assigned to Hillary when the other Dr Lisa What's–her–name wants the day off.

Or completely out.

Note to Dr. Stein:

Stick to socialist lectures and stay as far away from Hillary as you can.
Mr. Trump – still feeling all conciliatory and shit?

He wins anyway moron. Go piss and wine you spineless cuck...

This is like selling ice for $20/bag to hurricane victims. It should be illegal to raise money like this.

Civil war back on the table

it never was off

Civil unrest at minimum, leading theme "he’s not mah president".
That was racist when uttered at Obama's second term. Just a reminder. Now it's hip.

Sadly so. I can appreciate Trump's address calling for unity on this holiday but that is simply not going to happen. That they would even contemplate this knowing the ramifications that include blood in the streets is profane and is a firm argument against any type of unity with these people.

Jill Stein has no way of winning anything no matter what this recount produces, nor Gary Johnson. Is this recount for Cankles? It sure as hell looks that way.

Whatever gave you that idea???
Liberals love wasting money.

"Liberals love wasting money."

Liberals love wasting OTHER PEOPLE'S MONEY.

I wonder what they offered Stein for this.

I'm sure it's a contingency fee.

Free pizza.

She's a fucked up Green which means she's Red inside. Quite possibly she is doing this for absolutely nothing besides the satisfaction of watching our system and economy crumble even more.
DO-OVER

Paper ballots
Voter I.D.
The Army called in to monitor every precinct.
NO absentee ballots.

Result? Trump wins again.

dark fiber * Nov 24, 2016 11:05 AM

Now it must have come clear to everyone. They want a civil war and they want it now. No way this will pass without shots fired.

General Titus 🫶️ dark fiber * Nov 24, 2016 11:13 AM

The sooner the better.
These are the Bolsheviks who were kicked out of the Soviet Union when the native Christian people took it back and many of them and their "Red Diaper Baby" offspring came here and morphed into the "Liberal" DemocRats & Cuckservative Neocons

IridiumRebel * Nov 24, 2016 11:05 AM

I'll be buying ammo and lead siding for the house. See you at the body bonfire.

Wile-E-Coyote * Nov 24, 2016 11:05 AM
Trump might want to reconsider not prosecuting Clinton...... Any charity is seen as weakness.

Nail her to the cross.

flaminratzazz 🦁 Wile-E-Coyote • Nov 24, 2016 11:11 AM

what do you have against crosses? She don't deserve the honor.

crossroaddemon 🦁 Wile-E-Coyote • Nov 24, 2016 11:31 AM

Given the events of the past two weeks are you still unwilling to consider the possibility he's in on it?

pocomotion • Nov 24, 2016 11:06 AM

Should be interesting to say the least. Dec 19 couldn't come soon enough...

paint it red ca... • Nov 24, 2016 11:07 AM

I smell a deep pocket funding rat, and it's not wisconsin resident.

BiteMeBO • Nov 24, 2016 11:07 AM

Why stop there? Re-count NH, CO, NM, MN, ME, VA.

sister tika 🦁 BiteMeBO • Nov 24, 2016 11:21 AM
It appears that recounting only states that Cankles LOST are pertinent.

**Manipulism** • Nov 24, 2016 11:08 AM

What is the reaction of the Trump side?

Nothing?

**Andre** • Nov 24, 2016 11:08 AM

As somebody else pointed out – How can we be sure the machines have not been tampered with after the fact?

And what about all the evidence of vote switching during the election? Will that be admitted?

This isn’t about an election. This is about creating chaos.

Traitors

**Mass_hysteria** • Nov 24, 2016 11:08 AM

So yeah about that uniting the nation

newsflash

communists are not there to be your friends.

they are there to overthrow your country

but keep feeding your enemy dumb fucking american, keep funding your own destroyer
Hillary would have to win recount in all three states to claim presidency, kind of like flipping a coin and getting heads all the time? No matter what the recount says she lost, anything else is civil war...

Wouldn't stop there as Trump can call for the same across America. Expose the whole rotten system and the Dems come out smelling like roses? Who would be stupid enough to believe such?

Nope, Trump still wins without all three with 276.

306 – 20 (PA) – 16 (MI) – 10 (WI) = 260.

wrong again, the 306 is WITHOUT Michigan. Trump now has won Michigan which gives him 322 to Clinton's 232.
That's the final score.

socalbeach

cowdiddly

* Nov 24, 2016 12:17 PM

0

0

It's 290 without MI:

http://www.cnn.com/election/results/president

(290 + 232 + 16 = 538; 538/2 = 269)

cowdiddly

socalbeach

* Nov 24, 2016 12:27 PM

0

0

Yes your right. I just checked again. I use a site called 270towin and they had it pink and had Mi counted. MY bad.

Who was that ma...

* Nov 24, 2016 11:09 AM

1

0

That would certainly put the market in a tailspin in a hurry.

rejected

* Nov 24, 2016 11:10 AM

4

0

Think they've had enough time to change those ballots yet? Maybe?

SillySalesmanQu...
What a bunch of bullshit! $hillary should be deep fried like a turkey.

General Titus • Nov 24, 2016 11:10 AM

I'm no fan of Christie, but the Liberal Bolshevik DemocRats tried to split the votes by running a third party candidate who came out of nowhere, and disappeared back to obscurity after their plan backfired and Christie won over the DemocRat Goldman Sachs billionaire of MF Global infamy, who was a complete failure as NJ governor.

This was done against Taft by Roosevelt so that the gloablist Wilson would get in and get us into WWI and create the League of Nations.

joeyman9 🌊 General Titus • Nov 24, 2016 12:32 PM

And sign the Federal Reserve Act and place the 16th amendment (non-ratified income tax amendment) and the 17th amendment (direct election of Senators). Amazing the harm one man can do. Pales in comparison what a Hillary Inspired exchange of nukes with the Russians will do to this country. America as you've never seen it.

SweetDougisaTwat • Nov 24, 2016 11:10 AM

Maybe Hitler had the right idea.
What a bunch of bullshit! $hillary should be deep fried like a turkey.

To me, they are interpreting the data wrong.
It's easier to create fake paper ballots and that's why the paper counts are 7% greater than the electronic counts.

PUTIN IS SHITTING BRICKS!

"Green" is the new RED!

Not real new. They have been watermelons forever – green on the outside, red on the inside...

They are trying to pull this crap in 3 states which is pointless as Trump still wins without all 3 with 276 EC.
Plus they are trying to say Michigan vote count was Hacked? HELLO Michigan uses 100% paper ballots you DUMB NAZI BITCH. They just finished counting them and Trump wins Michigan too by almost 11,000 votes.

I read somewhere this week that Michigan has been recounted (because it was so close) and certified.

It's official, Trump won by 10,704 votes in MI:


Good comment, cowdiddly.

Posts are surfacing at sgtreport and other alt
websites that the state EC electors are being threatened and harassed also.

layman please cowdiddly * Nov 24, 2016 12:16 PM
0

these three states amount to 46 (20+16+10), not to 30 electoral votes. so it would change the election results, 260 for trump. of course that's why they picked those 3 swing states

PoasterToaster * Nov 24, 2016 11:12 AM
5

They really want a civil war.

Korprit_Phlunkie
PoasterToaster * Nov 24, 2016 11:55 AM
2

Fuck civil war. Find the elites and kill them.

PoasterToaster * Nov 24, 2016 11:12 AM
4

They really want a civil war.

Barrock * Nov 24, 2016 11:12 AM
2

While they are at it, check for dead voters, multiple voting, illegal voting, etc. I would bet that the dems will lose votes.

Who was that ma... * Nov 24, 2016 11:13 AM
4

It would be a lot cheaper for Jill Stein to just move to
Canada.

poeg 🦅 Who was that masked man • Nov 24, 2016 11:31 AM

Sorry but our Liberals are allowed to be inept and lost in the clouds but never thieves. There's but a handful of American Politico that would stand up to scrutiny that details down to what the member ordered from room service while visiting districts X, Y and Z.

Dr. Engali • Nov 24, 2016 11:14 AM

These globalist fuckers aren't going to be happy until they get an uncivil war started in this country.

Duc888 🦅 Dr. Engali • Nov 24, 2016 11:40 AM

That's been the plan all along

Malus 🦅 Dr. Engali • Nov 24, 2016 11:59 AM

Its obvious that a "civil war" is what they are looking for. Then they would be able to declare martial law and put any banana republic dictator in. Its right there the way media and government is egging it all on....

navy62802 • Nov 24, 2016 11:14 AM
So transparent, it is painful to watch.

**SharkBit**  •  Nov 24, 2016 11:14 AM

As like Bernie, all these leftists are about is raising money and protesting. All the Stein votes magically become Hillary in the recount and the witch becomes President.

**chosen**  •  Nov 24, 2016 11:14 AM

An interesting way to destroy the Green Party. Jill Stein has no way of winning. She is clearly a shill for Hillary and the reputation of the Green Party is now shit.

**Panic Mode**  •  Nov 24, 2016 11:22 AM

More like Brown Party

**Sean7k**  •  Nov 24, 2016 11:15 AM

The problem with a recount is it must also apply to paper ballots in the cities. You do not get to choose where the recounts are applied. Democratic party actions in ballot stuffing and illegal voters just may come back to bite them in the butt. Probably why Jill Stein was picked to spearhead this little piece of divisive tactics. Even if the votes are upheld, some people will feel justified in disclaiming the results. Just as the electoral
college arguments and popular vote numbers hope to create problems as well. Look around the world: you are seeing countless actions designed to destroy trust in governmental leaders, in favor of what? While I am NOT a proponent of the State or law systems, both of which are used to maintain modern slavery systems, still, what type of solutions will be offered? The probable answers do not instill any hope in me. By the way, is it just me or do billionaire cabinet selections cause any concern? Happy Thanksgiving and may the Creator bless you and keep you.

flaminratzazz • Nov 24, 2016 11:16 AM
Stein, Canada? No no.. there is a shitty little mideastern state that sent her and she should return to her real home among the rest of those racist pricks.

Pliskin • Nov 24, 2016 11:16 AM
What a fucking farce, fuck it, just let Obomba have another four years, problem solved.

Nah, I'm just kiddin' Onward to a civil war in the United Strokes of America, what could be better, the people fucking LOVE war, let 'em have it!

Barrock • Nov 24, 2016 11:17 AM
Let's have another re-count after the re-count until it changes the results. Yea, that's what we need.

buckstophere • Nov 24, 2016 11:18 AM
Waste of money.

FedFunnyMoney • Nov 24, 2016 11:19 AM
I smell a redux of 1876 coming.

Elco the Consti... • Nov 24, 2016 11:19 AM
A bunch of you retards got mad when I suggested (((Stein))) was a fraud who was working for Hillary.

Eat Crow fucksticks.

indaknow • Nov 24, 2016 11:20 AM
Good luck finding the voter machine irregularities in Michigan!

If these "scientists" used any science they would realize that Michigan uses paper ballots. idiots all around.

Citizen G • Nov 24, 2016 11:20 AM
So Hitlery did better in counties that use paper ballots? Hmmm....

gmak • Nov 24, 2016
Why is the assumption that the electronic voting was manipulated? Couldn't the difference be due to the DNC padding the vote in the paper-vote districts? And, what about all the mail in votes that were or were not counted?

If this recount goes forward, shouldn't it include some kind of verification of the voter lists to make sure that each vote was legitimate?

dexter_morgan

Wisconsin has voter ID laws now, didn't prior to this election. Dane countr, home to Madison, UofW regularly had more votes than voters, so that is likely one break in the pattern they think they saw.

indaknow

Because that's what the "scientists" said. they believe there was a 7% discrepancy between the paper ballots and the electronic vote. This article doesn't make that clear.

So why add on Michigan? agenda? why not California and New York? oh because might actually show fraud. these people are despicable.
rejected • Nov 24, 2016 11:22 AM

All those dumbasses that voted for Jill are now watching in horror as she tries to get Billary in office completely negating the reason Jills constituents voted for her. Another reason Merika will never have more than one party.

Akzed 🦁 rejected • Nov 24, 2016 11:36 AM

TPTB can do things for, and to, Jill that are beyond the ability of her dear, dear supporters.

Akzed • Nov 24, 2016 11:35 AM

Doesn't the challenger have to be within a % of the difference between him and the winner?

Have absentee ballots been counted?

This seems too easy. I thought recount demands had to meet certain criteria.

Spungo • Nov 24, 2016 11:23 AM

I hope the recount finds that Trump actually had more votes than previously stated. Heads will explode!

Does Trump even have any real policies? I voted for him just to see heads explode.

Last of the Mid... • Nov 24, 2016 11:25 AM

When democrats thank
"grassroots organizing" they mean George Soros. Just sayin.

williambanzai7 • Nov 24, 2016 11:26 AM

There is a reason behind the expression no mercy.

Nobodys Home 🪧 williambanzai7 • Nov 24, 2016 11:50 AM

Burn Her!!!

Vido • Nov 24, 2016 11:26 AM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgAJPT52tEA

orangegeek • Nov 24, 2016 11:30 AM

It's a very clever approach (we would expect nothing less) as it allows Hillary to maintain the high road as the gracious loser while allowing someone else to play the bad guy...typical Clinton politics really.

Hillary's get out of jail free card may be rescinded.

Trump is a Newyorker – he never tips his hand and he never stops until his enemies stop ... breathing.

These are the Cultural Marxists in play – first black POTUS was the
deception – first Marxist POTUS was the reality.

Revenge is best served cold – Hillary is about to find this out the hard way.

Grumbleduke • Nov 24, 2016 11:32 AM

hopefully the civil war will be broadcast.
You go, girl – so "itelligent", too dumb see what she's doing. But she's a professor... an authority.

Syruplicker • Nov 24, 2016 11:31 AM

> Raises Enough Money

more like Soros putting his hard-earned billions to use again.

Barrock • Nov 24, 2016 11:32 AM

Jill Stein says it's all about election integrety. A smart person, such as she, sure can be a dumb ass.
Does she not think that election integrity is what the republicans have been fighting for? We bring in voter ID laws in multiple states just to have it over ridden by the democrat's liberal judges. So now she thinks that we may have illegal results in three states? You've got to be kidding me! Hell, all 50 states should be recounted if we believe that!
Yellow Zookaninnie • Nov 24, 2016 11:32 AM
Who is deep cover sleeper agent Stein working for?
She's as green as a bleeding hemmorhoid.

fast and furious • Nov 24, 2016 11:33 AM
And then she'll raise enough to buy a vote to eliminate the Electoral College. Logic has no place here.

fast and furious • Nov 24, 2016 11:33 AM
And then she'll raise enough to buy a vote to eliminate the Electoral College. Logic has no place here.

Barrock • Nov 24, 2016 11:34 AM
Jill Stein says it's all about election integrity. A smart person, such as she, sure can be a dumb ass. Does she not think that election integrity is what the republicans have been fighting for? We bring in voter ID laws in multiple states just to have it over ridden by the democrat's liberal judges. So now she thinks that we may have illegal results in three states? You’ve got to be kidding me! Hell, all 50 states should be recounted if we believe that!

Boca • Nov 24, 2016 11:35 AM
Thoughts on J. Stein recount
Trump is a genius
1. Recount will prove that the DNC was involved in voter fraud

2. Recount is paid for by Liberals, not taxpayers

3. Recount will further damage the democratic party and show the need for voter reform and voter registration which will easily pass in the congress now

4. Recount will take the spotlight off Trump so he can focus in appointments and plans

5. Recount may show Stein or Johnson with over 5%, further the argument for 3rd party

6. Recount will quash any questions of who won, Trump will have won twice

bardot63 🐶 Boca
* Nov 24, 2016 11:43 AM

3 Trump IS the third party.

0

0

Nov 24, 2016 11:54 AM

0

0

dexter_morgan 🐶 Boca
* Nov 24, 2016 11:54 AM

0 I do admire your optimism.

0

HamFistedIdiot 🐶 Boca
* Nov 24, 2016 12:41 PM

0 I hope you are right.

0

Duc888 * Nov 24, 2016 11:37 AM

4 Sure, How about recounting California without the votes cast by illegals?
Nancy Pelosi and Lizzie Borden Warren have begun a petition to allow the Transgendered—either already trannied, or thinking about it—to vote twice. Once as a man and then again as a woman.

Chuckie Schumer acting for hillary rodman has added a further corollary to the petition to add hermaphrodites to the mix, making one human bean, but 3 votes.

Brucie Jenner applauded this effort and voted 3 times in the past election.

No way. What's the number of gender classifications they have now? 56 right? That's 56 freak votes for the Dems.

The count wants a recount, (Forgive ym dyxlesia)
Hillary conceded defeat. She phoned Mr Trump to congratulate him on winning the election. Now calling for a recount is just sad and pathetic.

The argument regarding how Trump won in large margin in small suburb counties is just plain stupid. What counts is the total vote in the State. This happened exactly the same way in the primaries when Bernie won in a landslide in all counties in the country but lost in high population counties. The result was maps with almost 95% counties for Bernie and 5% for Clinton but Clinton won.

I'm surprised this isn't getting more coverage here. I think they are about to steal those three states. They've probably been stuffing the ballots. This may well be a real coup.

Nobody is talking about investigating how many votes were stolen from Trump.
This shit is unbelievable.

**Skiprrrdog** • Nov 24, 2016 11:41 AM

Ill bet Jill Stein was something back around the time they invented soap....

**Fathead Slim**

Skiprrrdog • Nov 24, 2016 12:20 PM

Yeah, she was probably hot until the planet finished cooling.

**Ms No** • Nov 24, 2016 11:43 AM

I told ya Bitchez. She is one of them and down the road, after financial problems and when the clamor for free shit becomes epic, her and Bernie will be the systems primary tools. Now we know that Bernie killed the fed audit, proving his allegiance to the banks, and now Stein has displayed her hand. They are also both socialists. This is a no-brainer. These people are dangerous especially since people tend to buy their line of BS.

Always watch what people do not what they say. Also if they're anything close to a Zionist and are a socialist... the most lethal people in the world, always have been. It's really that simple.

**dark pools of soros**

• Nov 24, 2016 11:42 AM
And that $7mil can't go to fund any of the things Jill Stein wishes to do on her suppose green party agenda list?

It's the pedo protection fund..

bardot63 • Nov 24, 2016 11:44 AM

This is all Stein has to do? 3 million from Soros, maybe, but her little people coming up with 3 mil....no way!

BeerMe • Nov 24, 2016 11:46 AM

So how much money will she pocket? Seems a scheme to get paid.

indio007 ➔ BeerMe • Nov 24, 2016 11:51 AM

Well you, she has to "administer" those funds drawing a salary while doing so of course

Infinite QE • Nov 24, 2016 12:40 PM

Someone just get a beach house.

Can it be any clearer who these jewish "alternative" candidates work for?

NobodyNowhere • Nov 24, 2016 11:48 AM

So is it tre that whoever doesn't have privately raised money (ie not govt funding) cannot call for a
recount?

**Soph** * Nov 24, 2016 11:48 AM

I kinda figured Clinton would win the election one way or another...guess it's going to be "or another". All she needs is the vote to be contested. She's got the network to insure the vote results are changed in her favor.

Trump's turning out to be a turncoat anyway and just jumping in with the establishment. So no loss really.

The populace losses either way.

---

**Malus** 🦎 **Soph** * Nov 24, 2016 11:51 AM

You nailed it. Nothings changed but the mask on the puppet.....

---

**Squidbilly** * Nov 24, 2016 11:50 AM

Hey Jill! go fuck yourself you stupid jewish cunt. We hope you and your kind all drop dead asap.

---

**soyungato** 🦎 **Squidbilly** * Nov 24, 2016 12:07 PM

Some Jews will do anything for money.

---

**Feel it Reel it** * Nov 24, 2016 11:51 AM

See how the Clinton 'money laundering' Foundation works??
Funnel money to Jill Stein through different sources and nobody will notice where the money came from...

**hendrik1730** • Nov 24, 2016 11:51 AM

In Michigan, there were no voting computers. Just paper ballots. What's the point?

**dexter_morgan** • Nov 24, 2016 11:51 AM

So does one have to have 'standing' to do this, as in a legal case? Can these states refuse her demand since she has no way of winning? What is Trump’s strategy on this?

Inquiring minds want to know.

PS, lots of gun and ammo black friday deals going on, just sayin........

**jpmrwb**

dexter_morgan

**jpmrwb** • Nov 24, 2016 11:54 AM

It will take Hillary’s campaign to go forward. Without Hillary it won't happen.

**Fathead Slim**

dexter_morgan

**Fathead Slim** • Nov 24, 2016 12:16 PM

Standing is necessary to start the legal procedure for ordering a recount. Beyond that, standing and $.99 will get you a cup of bad coffee at 7-11.
This country is getting ready for a civil war and it won't be nice. Civil War north and south resulted in over 700,000 casualties. This time it will be total war and the result will be much worse. The democrats need to understand that the dudes in the red states have more firepower and the ability to enter safe places and throw away all the play dough. The history for this country is not looking good.

I'm in the North East. I guess I'll have to be a spy. Or part of the underground. (like I'm not already:)

"the dudes in the red states have more firepower and the ability to enter safe places and throw away all the play dough."

Well, not exactly. For the time being, Obama has the US military and FLEA apparatus. That kinds of nullifies the part about more firepower.

What if those Soros machines fixed it just a little bit for Trump? Then they could go in find it
was fixed for Trump.
All hell would break loose...Evil is very deceiving.

Wahooo • Nov 24, 2016 11:54 AM
Vaginas stick together.

Bloodstock • Nov 24, 2016 11:54 AM
WTF! This bitch had already noted during the campaign that Trump was a better choice than Hillary and now this. Guess it just goes two prove that the election featured Hillary and Stein as two cunts running, Johnson the pussy, and Trump as the only one with balls,,big brass balls.

gdpetti 🦁 Bloodstock • Nov 24, 2016 11:57 AM
Not a female thing, it's an ego thing... and Trump should welcome this opportunity to help the crybabies realize how rigged the system really is... and perhaps how many votes were found in Hillary's side that didn't belong there... though Chicago and NYC et al would be better places to start. Psychopaths like the CLinton camp don't know when to stop... suicide is painless, so I hear.

Dre4dwolf • Nov 24, 2016 11:59 AM
Waste of money........and time, not to mention now the democrats know how
many votes more or less they have to alter in order to steal the state.

Dont be surprised when 100,000 newly discovered freshly printed ballots appear this time around.

Hillary is in like...hiding because shes obviously too sick to go on and these people are trying to force a corpse into office after they lost already.

Add to the fact that they just spent two weeks violently assaulting people and shooting cops, do people actually think republicans will turn the other cheek and let them change the results of the election? Also, Trump can afford many recounts if he likes, he doesnt have to go around raising money for one, maybe he should recount some of these blue states?

I dont understand what Stein has to gain from this.

Nor do I understand why she would waste her time to raise money for a recount since obviously it wont change anything in her favor.

Maybe shes just trying to look like an SJW to get more votes next time around? these people dont get it, next time around people will have a job, lower taxes and money in the bank, they wont vote democratic to have that taken away from them.... Trump is going to usher in a new industrial revolution if he plays his cards right.
Dre4dwolf
Absolutely target the blue states for recounts..perhaps the Libertarian party would like to raise the money..Oh no I forgot the democrats have already parachuted their people into the leadership of that party!!!

ArthurDaley-Old...
Its not Stein. Its Soros pulling the strings.

Skiprrrdog
Good LORD when will we be able to STOP having to look at pictures of that wrinkled, bloated, mishapen old mug of Cuntess Clinton?
Could you imagine living in a world where ALL of the women looked like Bill Clinton’s wife? There would be like three billion Rodents, and three billion gay guys...

gsp9993
Can you say George Soros? Michigan just finished its own recount due to the close race. Trump won again by 10704 votes. They won't recount again.

25or6to4
And I wonder how much of that 3 million came
from that famous grassroots root himself Mr ((Soros)))? 2.99999 million?

Indeed. We must excommunicate this Dr. Evil to Anartica

WOW!!!

Just when Scumbag Soros & Canki were scratching their heads wondering how the hell they could possibly find a couple of $million to contest the election when - OMG!!! - Jill Stain saves the day - and "grass-roots" THREE MILLION!!!! YeeeHAAAA!!!!

A pathetic, laughable, ruse that a dyslexic fruit-fly could see thru!!

It's sad in that it's so embarrassingly cringe-worthy that there's real;ly nothing left to say... – like the 5-year-old with the chocoalt-covered pie-hole pointing at her brother and sasying@ He ate the candy bar!

Geez... sometimes you just have to shake your head & walk away.– and accept that they really are beyond help – just too far gone for any reason or compassion...

"a dyslexic fruit-fly"?
Is that John McCain?

Skiprrrdog • Nov 24, 2016 12:03 PM

Hillary Clinton

We want our money back, or else you will be 'sleeping with the goats'

Qatar

gsp9993 • Nov 24, 2016 12:04 PM

A Hilary decision will lead to an immediate civil war with the bicoastal loonies being kicked out of America.

Bill of Rights • Nov 24, 2016 12:04 PM

Three weeks later still reaching for shit, fuck the left...

RagnarRedux • Nov 24, 2016 12:17 PM

Of course STEIN raised enough money, her nepotistic cohort collective networks for their interests. That is fine, unless you explicitly point it out, and of course it certainly isn't ok for whites to act toward their collective interests, because then that is considered "racist", "supremacist", "bigoted", and "xenophobic".

john milton • Nov 24, 2016 12:04 PM

Only in banana republic...;)}
Who?

"Congratulations on meeting the recount costs for Wisconsin. Raising money to pay for the first round so quickly is a miraculous feat and a tribute to the power of grassroots organizing."

I guess in today's bizarro world, a check written by George Soros meets the definition of "grassroots organizing".

ASTROTURF... not grassroots.

Does the name Soros ring a bell?

The only time I want to see Soros again is right after the floorboards creek beneath his feet and the platform door opens beneath his roped-head.

Wilbur it is.

http://www.msn.com/en-
Euhhh... Jill is very good at burning money without ROI I noticed... Other peoples money that is.

Having quickly reviewed a history of recounts, this is idiotic to continue this. We are talking about recounts that maybe add 1,000 votes and there is no way Clinton will add 80,000 to take PA from Trump or 30,000 to take MI and WI. We already know Philly was filled with DEM fraud and still Trump won.

Total waste of money.

hahahaha, this is so stupid it's laughable,

C: if Jill Stein does it, it has nothing do with me, dont jail me...

T: if next director of FBI does something, it's nothing do with me, out of my hands...

Hillary conceded didn't she?

So it's over.
There • Nov 24, 2016 12:27 PM

Anyone care to notice that Mercer contributed far more to Trump than Soro did for Clinton?

Gladi8tor • Nov 24, 2016 12:28 PM

Lemme Guess... Stein Owns the recount company

StinkyLebinowitz • Nov 24, 2016 12:29 PM

This is the FIRST year Wisconsin has had VOTER ID in place for a presidential election.

So any drop in vote %s, is more likely due to VOTER ID being mandatory in the counties of reliable and terrible vote fraud, Milwaukee–Dane–Kenosha–Racine, those close to the border.

skipweston • Nov 24, 2016 12:29 PM

The recount will only show more manipulation from the Progressives/Socialists/Globalists. Jill Stein will regret bringing up a recount.

Concerns are being raised over ties between George Soros, a billionaire and political activist with deep ties to Hillary Clinton, and an electronic voting company with machines in 16 states.

The chairman of the London–based company,
Smartmatic International, is Lord Mark Malloch-Brown, who also works under Soros.

**Carl LaFong** • Nov 24, 2016 12:31 PM

As long as the jpg images are intact on the voting machines, they can do a recount. If not, there can be no real recount. Of course, when did reality enter into any of this?

**Vardaman** • Nov 24, 2016 12:32 PM

I don’t think it’s as simple as “here’s money for a recount that we want!” Of course, leftists never really research anything they try to do...

**inosent** • Nov 24, 2016 12:33 PM

Jill stein. wtf ever. trolling for the jews, soros, hellary, the DNC ... as my wife would say, can it be any more obvious? Here, Jill was all about her 'progressive' bulls--, standing up against the 'man', in pursuit of commie utopia (which very recent history shows leads to a dystopia that crashes [soviet union] or current events dystopia in pre-crash mode [venezuela] – but let's not have the facts get in the way of Jill's dementia), specifically and expressly calling out the hideousness of hellary, and the rank hypocrisy of the demonrat party for having manipulated evrything and everybody to kill bernie.
yet here she comes.
f off and die jew bitch.
#ZHapologyforstatingtheobvious

Kulafarmer • Nov 24, 2016 12:34 PM
Ok, good, go ahead and recount, VERIFY THE ELIGIBILITY OF ALL VOTERS WHILE YOUR AT IT

Bopper09 🐝 Kulafarmer • Nov 24, 2016 12:40 PM
Exactly. Are they going to recount the dead person vote? Recount the numerous empty ballot's filled in by election officials? Recount the machines that automatically switched the Trump vote to clinton?

VOTER ID should be mandatory nationally. Your vote should not count without it. And if you don't show it, you don't get to vote. It's sad that myself, as a Canadian, could have went across and voted numerous times in different States.

BadDog • Nov 24, 2016 12:38 PM
Jill Stein lost what credibility she had with this recount stunt. It is doubtful that she will ever hold an elective office on a national scale. She has shown her true colors just like Elizabeth (Soros) Warren. Both of them should just go away. At
this point the only Democrat that is worth a dime is Tulsi Gabbard who has a political future if she doesn't sell out with the rest. Donald Trump is the new president, and the snowflakes are going to have to just suck it up like the rest of have had to for past 30 years.

Let's be honest. If we do the recounts, do Philly, Detroit, Madison, Milwaukee, Chicago, east saint Louis, etc. all the corrupt third world cities. You will find minimum 10% of the vote was illegal/dead Democrats. You want a fair election, institute voter ids. The right to vote is not “free”, it requires a level of participation, including registering, and proving yourself legitimate. If you can't afford the $15 to $25 to get an ID, save the money. Buy less beer, chips, smokes for 1 week...

If they reverse this election, which is unlikely, but still a possibility, get ready to go Atlas Shrugged...

Btw, the odds are:
Trump sworn on Jan 20 – 65%
Clinton sworn on Jan 20 – 15%
Other, such as a constitutional crisis in which we have no President –10%
Obama still president after Jan 20– 10%

This is the revolution by other means...
Damn bookie odds, just trying to get you into sucker bets, I'd want 20:1 or more to put a dime on a Hildabeast coronation.

So, they've got $3 million for a meaningless recount quite easily.

How much would they be able to raise once it is for the homeless, the abolished?

"Oh boy, here it comes. Bring it on you commie bastards."

Spoken like a true Republitard shill. Champion the power of a skeptical republic when it works your way, and bitch and moan like a baby when someone with whom you disagree uses those same tools.

Useless bitch.

Buying a recount is boring, how much are they asking to buy a win?

I seek input from my fellow ZH'ers. Trump made the following comment the other day, which I found curious:
US PRESIDENT-elect Donald Trump has revealed what he spoke about with President Barack Obama at their White House meeting for the first time. The New York billionaire said he liked President Obama “a lot” and the pair had “great chemistry” at the meeting which came two days after the election result. “He said very nice things after the meeting and I said very nice things about him,” Mr Trump told the New York Times in a wideranging meeting on Tuesday. “I really enjoyed my meeting with him ... I really enjoyed him a lot. I’ve spoken to him since the meeting.” “He did tell me what he thought were the biggest problems, in particular one problem that he thought was a big problem for the country, which I’d rather have you ask him,” Mr Trump said. He declined to disclose what they were due to the private nature of their conversation but said he hopes they have a long-term relationship.

Here’s link to full article: http://bit.ly/2g8ADt3

I’d like to know, what in your opinion, is the 'big problem for the country' that Obama identified?

new TheAntiProgressive • Nov 24, 2016 12:46 PM

Why the fuck do you give a shit on this topic Jill, you think your gonna take the vote. This is total BS and here we go again scheming Clintons along with Uncle George putting up a strawman to front thier duplicity. Get a life
Greenie.

new bthunder  •  Nov 24, 2016 12:46 PM

Wait, this the sme person who went to the RT gala and sat at the same table with Putin, right? And you'all loved her for that!

Well, dear Trump-tards, how do you'all like her now?
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